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A bear, a long-time female friend, and a pretend marriage...A * steamy * new bear shifter romance

series!This is the full 5 book series available in one volume!Adrien Black works at the only bar within

200 miles, in the tiny Nevada town of Kingstown. He's always had a crush on his co-worker,

Morgan, but his history of breaking hearts has stopped him from pursuing a relationship with her.

Also, he's a bear.He's pretty sure she might not be as understanding as he would hope. A rogue

bear named Harris Demarion took over his tribe.Over the past decade, Harris has endangered the

tribe with his wild ways. Desperate for a way to secure his role as leader he hatches a plan along

with his daughter to solidify his rule through the marriage of his daughter,Sera to Adrien. Adrien has

other ideas and comes up with a quick lie to save himself. That he is already engaged.Desperate

and panicked, he searches for someone to help him hold up the charade. When he runs out of

options he asks the last person he thought would say yes, Morgan if she would pretend to be his

fiancÃ©.Catch this exciting, steamy, and dangerous werebear shifter romance! For fans of T.S.

Joyce and Terry Bolryder!
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This was a really good story. I really enjoyed it. I liked the characters, as well as the plot. The

reason I gave 3 stars instead of 4, is because of the errors in the book. There were too many. I

actually at one point wanted to stop reading. I don't want this to be taken the wrong way. Authors

write these amazing stories, but authors are not editors and they are not proofreaders. I am sad

because this issue lies at the feet of the proofreader and editor. I also think that Morgan and

Adrian's friends should have played a bigger role in the series. Most authors have beta readers as

well to help catch these things before publishing, if you don't have one let me know. I will be happy

to help. I think you are a great author.

Adrien Black works at the only bar within 200 miles, in the tiny Nevada town of Kingstown. He's

always had a crush on his employee, Morgan, but his history of breaking hearts has stopped him

from pursuing a relationship with her. Also, he's a bear and pretty sure she might not be as

understanding as he would hope. A rogue bear named Harris Demarion took over his tribe after

Adrien's father died. Over the past decade, Harris has endangered the tribe with his wild ways.

Desperate for a way to secure his role as leader he hatches a plan, along with his daughter, to

solidify his rule through the marriage of his daughter, Sera to Adrien. Adrien wants no part of Harris

or Sera. He has avoided the clan since the day his father dies. He blurts out he is already engaged

and Harris announces a party to welcome his fiance that Sunday. He desperately searches for

someone to pretend to be engaged to and asks the last person he thought would say yes,

Morgan.Morgan is attracted to Adrien as well, but neither will do anything about the feelings,

especially because she works at Adrien's bar. Morgan is in over her head and she has no idea what

is really going on. Adrian is too afraid to tell her the truth about himself and the bond they share, but

does not want to let her go. Then there are the dead girls on the woods and a clan on the precipice

for change. A great read.I received a copy in exchange for an honest review.

I received this arc for a fair review. Great story and the characters are great. The story line is was so

good the story holds you attention and you definitely do not want to put it down. Morgan works at

the bar that Adrien Black owns the attraction between them is hot and when he ask Morgan to be

his fake fiancÃ© she has to think about ,but then decides to go with it. The Bear who took over as

alpha for his pack is trying to force him to marry his daughter and is having none of it You do not

want to miss this story.

What a great book. I love the story which has lots and lots of steamy romance. You really come to



love Adrien and Morgan. I was hardly able to put this book down. Be sure to pickup your copy and

settle in for an afternoon of great reading. I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review.

Received an ARC in exchange for a review. I was a little hesitant to read another Bear shifter story,

they always seem to fall short. But this series is the exception. It is so good, I could not stop

reading. I love the romance and the twist and turns of the story. Must read!
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